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1: How To Paint Furniture: A Beginner's Guide - Erin Spain
Painted Furniture (Quick & Easy Series) [Richard Wiles] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. Whether used to revive a favorite old piece, revitalize a garage-sale find, or finish a new, plain item.

I live in Minnesota so once the colder months arrive it gets harder to paint, especially if I want to use the
Super Finish Max Extra Sprayer. I pretty much use my sprayer for any larger painting project that needs to be
done. I needed a little extra storage as she got older for all of her clothes. Step 1 Sand the Dresser First, I gave
the dresser a quick sand. I feel like the combination of sanding and using Zinsser Primer is a great
combination to keep furniture painted with no chipping. Step 2 Prime the Dresser Next, I quickly primed the
dresser. I love Zinsser Bulls Eye Primer because it can be used on a slew of materials and dries quickly. I was
able to start painting the dresser within an hour. Step 3 Paint the Drawers I started by painting the dresser
drawers one by one. I brought them into the Medium Spray Shelter and painted each drawer. This way when it
was time to paint the base of the dresser I could just leave it in the spray shelter. This paint is really nice to
work with because it can be put on imperfectly but as it dries it smooths out and looks flawless! I have found
that with a couple different types of paints from Sherwin-Williams. And works great with the Super Finish
Max! I have had to do multiple coats of paint on other furniture projects in the past so this was a nice surprise!
It is the perfect size for this type of project and it just pops open out of the bag! Step 7 Add New Knobs Last
but not least I put new knobs on the drawers and gave it a modern touch with the acrylic fronts. I love how this
traditional dresser turned elegant and modern! Step 8 Enjoy the New Dresser! The white really helps to
brighten up her room and the room finally is complete. Next step is to paint the toddler bed I got from a friend
and transition her out of a crib
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2: Painting Furniture is SUPER easy and can save you lots and lots of $$ | All Things Thrifty
Hardcover. Hardcover, with dust jacket, in Fine condition, no stamps marks or writing, Quick and Easy Book, 13
projects, over step-by-step illustrations, practical hints and tips on creating beautiful paint finishes, a small remainder
mark on the bottom edge, a nice looking book and jacket.

I used it to store off-season clothes and miscellaneous things. I decided to pass it on to my daughter, but of
course it needed a bit of a makeover first. Behr Premium Plus paint in Chickadee 1 qt which was not
completely used, but I got a bigger can so that I had some leftover paint for future projects. I love BEHR paint
and have used it in my home for years. It is pricier, but soooo worth it. It allows you to skip a full step and
save time. If you decide to use another type of paint that does not include primer, please make sure you primer
first! It will make things much much easier. So the dresser got one coat of paint and about an hour later a
second coat. Two coats of paint and 24 hours later and this dresser was starting to look mighty fine. So after a
good 48 hours or more did I mention we were busy? There are lots of options at your local home improvement
store. This stuff is great for wood furniture, it will protect it from water stains, scuffing and chipping. Of
course the brush was cleaned first. We only used one coat and this is what it looks like up close. Do you see
the shine?! I love this stuff! I even had my husband put it on some other furniture that was looking a bit dull.
My husband used some leftover black spray paint for the hardware. If you look at the before picture, some of
the hardware was missing. We purchased 6 knobs from our local hardware store for 99 cents each. Seriously,
you paint, repaint if you want to add another coat and seal. Super easy and my type of project. Although, I
have to be honest, my husband did the bulk of the work while I worked on other things.
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3: The Easy Way to Paint Furniture (like a pro)
Happy Valentine's Day! Why not start the day off with a Pink Dresser transformation. Painting furniture is one of my
favorite things to do around here because it can save a TON of money.

First, prep your piece of furniture. It will peel and chip and it will not last. Remove all drawers before painting
and work on those separately. Medium-grit sandpaper should be fine. I use fine-grit between paint coats. If
you are painting as opposed to staining, there is no need to strip the finish or sand it down to the bare wood.
Simply removing the glossy finish will suffice. If the surface is already dull, you can skip this step. Prime
After your furniture is dry and dust-free, paint on some primer. This helps your paint adhere to the piece better
and it also covers any stains or discolorations in the wood. Oil-based primer is also great for furniture. Sand
Again Then, sand again! This helps you attain a much more professional and even finish. Be sure to remove
the sanding dust each timeâ€” tack cloth works great. For furniture, I use interior latex paint, usually in a
semi-gloss finish. It will show every fingerprint and flaw and will be harder to clean. The glossier the finish,
the easier to clean. Paint thin coats, and I will repeat: This step is very important if you want to achieve an
even finish. I normally paint coats total. Now, there are a few different ways to go about painting. You can use
a paint sprayer , or even regular spray paint just get a decent brand! I usually use a small foam roller on the
main parts of the furniture and a brush in the hard to reach crevices, painting the crevices first. The roller helps
prevent visible brush strokes. Protect After your last coat of paint has dried for at least 24 hours, you are ready
to seal it. Or you can just leave it alone and let it cure for about 30 days. Sealing your furniture provides extra
protection for your finish and also creates a wipeable, easy to clean surface. If you are using a white or
extremely light color of paint, I highly recommend that you do NOT use polyurethane to seal your finish. It
can yellow over time. On any other paint color, it should be fine, and I recommend Minwax Wipe-On Poly
because it is extremely easy to use. I like the Satin finish. I really prefer to use a water-based topcoat though
like Minwax Polycrylic. Another option, which I love, that can be used on any color including whites, is
furniture wax. You just wipe it on I use cheesecloth to apply it , let it dry for minutes, and then buff it with a
clean cloth until you get it as shiny as you want it. This is what I used on my dresser. It would be a shame to
cause damage to all of that hard work by handling it too soon! The dresser in the photo was just slightly
distressed using fine grit sandpaper. I distressed it after my last coat of paint and before applying my wax.
Paint has an amazing power to transform any piece. I hope this tutorial has been helpful for you! If you have
any questions about how to paint furniture, please feel free to leave a comment and let me know. You Might
Also Like:
4: How To Paint Furniture The Easy Way
I just painted a dining room table and put several coats of the Polycrylic on it and am just wondering if it lasts. I found
this post when searching for the easy way to paint furniture because I have several pieces that I plan to refresh with
paint in the next couple of weeks.

5: About Your Privacy on this Site
Quick and Easy Paint Upgrades for Furniture Get the full how-to on properly coating the legs of your dining chairs in 88
Quick and Easy Decorative Upgrades.

6: DIY projects - The Shabby Creek Cottage
Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for How To Paint Furniture Quick & Easy Guide: Ideas, Without
Sanding, Old Wooden at www.enganchecubano.com Read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users.
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7: Quick and Easy Paint Upgrades for Furniture | This Old House
Because I've painted more furniture than you can shake a stick at, I'm going to share some tips on how I do it the quick
and easy way. First, of course, you'll need a piece of furniture. I painted a dining room set, a table and six chairs - and
get this - I did it in one day. Yep.

8: Martha Stewart | Recipes, DIY, Home Decor & Crafts
Product Description. Featuring 40 inspiring step-by-step projects, this book demonstrates the easy way to upcycle
furniture and transform your home.

9: Chicago Tribune - We are currently unavailable in your region
Paint, Home, Budget decorating, DIY, Quick and easy decorating, Decorating Ideas Paint the floor Floors sometimes get
overlooked when it comes to decorating, but don't underestimate their ability to transform a room with a shot of color.
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